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Robotic Skins That Learn to Control
Passive Structures

Jennifer C. Case , Michelle C. Yuen , Jane Jacobs, and Rebecca Kramer-Bottiglio

Abstract—Robotic skins incorporate sensors and actuators into
stretchable and flexible planar substrates. Wrapping a robotic skin
around a passive, deformable structure imparts controllable mo-
tion onto that structure, rendering it an active robotic system.
Robotic skins can be applied to the surface of a structure, then
removed and re-applied to the surface of another structure. This
reconfigurability enables use of the same robotic skin to achieve
multiple motions, which depend on the interaction between the skin
and its host structure. Considering the broad range of use cases for
robotic skins in resource-limited environments, it may not be possi-
ble to pre-characterize this skin–structure interaction for all poten-
tial systems. Therefore, it is advantageous to have systems that can
learn their models in situ, which saves considerable time in realizing
a functional system. Previously, we have shown that robotic skins
can be used to estimate state and stiffness of the underlying passive
structure they are attached to. In this letter, we demonstrate how
this ability to measure state and stiffness can be used to learn model
parameters in situ for feedforward control, and show how feedback
control can be implemented simultaneously with the same system.
We further show how this learning is expandable to multi-segment
systems and will compensate for gravitational effects by adjusting
model parameters.

Index Terms—Modeling, control, and learning for soft robots,
sensor-based control, robotic skins.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN working in remote locations with limited access
to resources, it is advantageous for a robotic system to

be versatile so that it can accomplish a variety of tasks. For
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Fig. 1. (a) A two-segment continuum robot made from two robotic skins
wrapped around soft cylindrical segments. The sensors and actuators in the
robotic skins are used to derive properties of the underlying segment and to con-
trol the system. (b) A visual description of a bending segment. (c) A cross-section
of a segment with sensor labels.

this, we look to soft robotic systems which are lightweight and
mechanically robust in unknown environments [1]–[3]. While
some soft robotic systems have shown multifunctionality [4]–[6]
and reconfigurability [7], [8], most are still generally designed
around completing a single task, such as locomotion [1], [9],
[10], grasping [11]–[13], or manipulation [14], [15]. In contrast,
robotic skins, which incorporate both sensing and actuation in a
flexible planar substrate, are versatile: the same robotic system
can be used across a wide variety of applications, including lo-
comotion, grasping, manipulation, and wearables [16]. Robotic
skins operate by attaching to deformable host structures and im-
parting motion onto those structures. They are removable and
transferable, meaning they can be attached to one host structure
to attain one behavior, then removed and attached to a differ-
ent host structure to attain a different behavior. This ability to
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transfer from system-to-system makes robotic skins useful for
tasks in unstructured environments that may require the system
to adapt to changing task requirements.

In this letter, we present robotic skins that learn about their
underlying host structures to facilitate feedforward control of the
system. We demonstrate this approach on cylindrical continuum
segments since they are widely applicable in soft robotics and
can be easily stacked to create multi-segment arms, as shown
in Figure 1(a). In this work, we define “learning” as the ability
to use sensory information to obtain certain values of the host
structure, specifically length, radius, and bending stiffness of
the segments, and apply those values to populate control mod-
els. Previously, we demonstrated how robotic skins can be used
to estimate both state and stiffness of cylindrical continuum seg-
ments [17]. Here, we show how this ability to estimate state and
stiffness of structures can be extended to learn model param-
eters of continuum segments made from different materials in
situ, which enables feedforward control. We show the necessity
of having the skins learn by considering both a generalized feed-
forward model, which is provided with a bending stiffness, and
compare it to our learned bending stiffness estimation. Addi-
tionally, we use the sensors in the robotic skin to apply feedback
control both on its own and in combination with our learned
feedforward model control. Finally, we demonstrate how this
ability to learn about the underlying structures is expandable to
multi-segment systems and is able to adjust parameters (i.e., the
bending stiffness) to account for gravity, which is not included
in the model of the cylindrical segment.

While there are many control strategies in soft robotics
[18]–[21], we believe this is the first demonstration of robotic
skins learning about structures for control purposes. By learning
about the system, it is possible to change the system on-the-fly
without the need to intervene and perform time-intensive system
re-calibrations manually.

II. MODEL

The model used in this work was developed from existing
models in continuum robotics [22]–[24], which describe the de-
formation of cylindrical segments given loads that run parallel
to or spiral around the segment [25]. While dynamic models of
these continuum robots exist [26]–[28], this work focuses on a
static model to demonstrate that simple models can be used with
robotic skins to control soft continua.

A full model description is presented in [17], and is sum-
marized briefly here. The state of a cylindrical segment can be
described by segment length (lseg) and curvature in the x- and
y-axes (respectively, κx and κy). A visual representation of cur-
vature is shown in Figure 1(b). Sensors that are aligned parallel
to the neutral axis of the segment can be used to identify the
state of the segment:

κx =
ls,2 − lseg

lsegr
=

lseg − ls,4
lsegr

(1a)

κy =
ls,1 − lseg

lsegr
=

lseg − ls,3
lsegr

(1b)

where ls,i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the length of the ith sensor, as
shown in Figure 1(c), and r is the radius of the segment. The

bending stiffness of the combined segment and skin (Kb) can be
estimated by applying a single actuator force (F ) and relating
this to the system curvature:

Kb =
rF

κ
(2)

where κ =
√

κ2
x + κ2

y .

III. FABRICATION

The robotic skins, shown in Figure 2(a), were designed to fit
around cylindrical segments (r = 17.5 mm and lseg = 100 mm).
Though the segment dimensions are carried over from our prior
work [17], we improved upon the robotic skin design to have it
learn all necessary segment properties (r, lseg , and Kb) on its
own. Thus, the approach we present here can be readily applied
to passive cylindrical segments of arbitrary sizes and materi-
als (within reason). This concept can be expanded to arbitrary
shapes in future work. In the following, we discuss the fabrica-
tion of the actuators, sensors, robotic skins, segments, and the
experimental setup.

A. Actuators

The model assumes actuators that either contract or elon-
gate and, thus, we chose to use McKibben pneumatic actuators
which contract as they are pressurized. Each actuator was made
with a latex balloon bladder surrounded by mesh braid (1/4”
dia., McMaster-Carr). The balloon was tied on one end with the
braid ziptied onto the balloon just inside of the knot, as shown in
Figure 2(b). On the other end, we inserted Tygon tubing (6.4 mm
outer diameter, 1.6 mm inner diameter) into the balloon and se-
cured two zipties over the braiding around the tubing to prevent
leaking. The McKibben actuator was designed to be 120 mm
long to allow a sufficient range of motion, but still contract
enough (to ≈85 mm) to deform the segment when pressurized.

B. Sensors

We used capacitive strain sensors to measure the lengths and
radii of segments. The sensors were fabricated as a parallel-plate
capacitor using an exfoliated graphite and silicone composite
for the conductive layers and pure silicone elastomer for the di-
electric layers. These sensors have five layers to help isolate the
sensors from external disturbances. Descriptions of how to make
the exfoliated graphite composite and the five layer sensor mate-
rial are available in [29] and [16], [17], respectively. The sensors
were designed with an active (gauge) length of 80 mm (over-
all length 132.1 mm). The vertical sensors were pre-strained by
20 mm when installed on the segment; the horizontal sensors
were designed with a 16.5 mm pre-strain. The sensors were re-
designed from [16], [17] to be more compact and now have the
sensor board sitting on top of the sensor material rather than at-
tached externally to the sensor footprint. Figure 2(c) shows how
the final sensor components were assembled. The polystyrene
(0.65 mm thick) and PET (0.1 mm thick) ends were cut with a
laser (Universal Laser Systems VLS 2.30). The ends were sewn
through the available holes to hold the sensor together. Finally,
the end with the exposed copper was wrapped in electrical tape
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Fig. 2. (a) The robotic skin is composed of two layers of spandex instrumented with sensors and actuators. Diagrams show the layout of the skin. (b) Diagram and
dimensions of the actuators. (c) Components and construction of the sensors. (d-e) A Dragon Skin 10 Slow elastomer segment with polystyrene skin attachments
both (d) without and (e) with the robotic skin.

to prevent spurious signals arising from contact with objects.
To reduce noise in the sensor response, we applied an expo-
nential filter to the sensor output, sf,t = αsr,t + (1− α)sf,t−1,
where sf,t is the filtered response at time t, sr,t is the raw
sensor response at time t, and α is the decay rate, which we
set α = 0.8.

C. Robotic Skins

The robotic skins, shown in Figure 2(a), were organized such
that they were able to learn the segment dimension. Each robotic
skin consisted of two layers of spandex, six capacitive strain
sensors and four actuators. Two horizontal sensors in the bottom
layer measured the circumference of the underlying cylinder to
allow the skin to determine the radius of the system while the
other four vertical sensors in the top layer measured the segment
length and are aligned as shown in Figure 1(b). The sensors were
sewn directly onto the spandex fabric. An actuator was ziptied
in place over each of the four vertical sensors using a 3D printed
actuator attachment (Printrbot Metal Plus).

In order to facilitate testing, snap buttons were incorporated
into the skins to allow for quick connection (≈1.5 min) and
disconnection (≈0.7 min) from segments (Figure 2(d-e), Sup-
plemental Video). The skins themselves were 140.0 mm ×
160.1 mm and had muslin reinforcements where the sensor and
actuators were attached and where snap buttons were mounted.

The button snaps were mounted through both layers of spandex
to hold the two layers together and were located underneath
all sensor-actuator attachment points and in all four corners of
the skin.

D. Continuum Segments

For the continuum segments, we used two elastomers with
different stiffness properties and fabricated them such that they
could easily connect and disconnect to each other as well as the
robotic skins (Figure 2(d)). The segments were molded from
Dragon Skin 10 Slow (Smooth On, Inc.) and Smooth-Sil 935
(Smooth-On, Inc.), which have elastic moduli of 265 kPa and
536 kPa, respectively [17]. Male and female end caps were me-
chanically locked onto either end of the segment by casting the
segments with the caps in place so that the elastomer infiltrated
the porous body of the caps. The end caps and the molds for the
segments were 3D printed with a Form 2 SLA printer (Form-
Labs). To attach the robotic skin to the elastomer, we made
polystyrene (1.6 mm thick) fabric attachments (Figure 2(d)).
These attachments were cut out using a laser cutter (Universal
Laser Systems VLS 2.30) and have snap buttons placed on the
tabs, which were bent in place by heating the polystyrene and
bending the tab over. When assembled with the robotic skin
(Figure 2(e)), the tension in the skin holds the fabric attach-
ments securely on the ends of elastomer segment. The ability to
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rearrange the segments and the skins using the snap buttons made
it easy to assemble and disassemble the system for testing.

E. Experimental Setup

The robotic skin-elastomer system was attached to a base
which held it vertically for experiments (Figure 1(a)). The 3D
printed base had a female interlocking mechanism (FormLabs,
Form 2) to lock the segment in place. Mortar board was placed
over the 3D printed part and clamped in place to stabilize the
system. The overall experimental setup was designed to allow
the system to be quickly changed for various segments.

A central microcontroller (Arduino Uno) was used to com-
municate with the skins during operation. This microcontroller
used I2C communication to read from and write to the sensor
boards and pressure regulators that drive the actuators to a de-
sired pressure [30]. The Arduino Uno relayed all the results to
a computer through serial communication to record the system
response.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION

A. Sensors

The sensors were characterized in a materials testing machine
(Instron 3345) after they were integrated into the skin to deter-
mine a linear fit for each sensor. The skin was stretched such that
the gauge length of the sensor stretched from 95 mm to 120 mm
in steps of 2.5 mm; three sensor readings for each sensor were
collected at each step. This process was repeated 10 times for a
total of 30 data points at each step. The results for each sensor
were averaged together and a linear fit, ICi = a0,ils,i + a1,i,
was found for each sensor’s response. ICi refers to the num-
ber of instruction cycles corresponding to the discharge time of
the ith capacitive sensor within a measurement query and thus,
serves as a proxy for the sensor’s capacitance. aj,i for j = 0, 1
are the parameters of the equation for the ith sensor. A represen-
tative plot of the response and fit of a single sensor is provided
in Figure 3(a). Since each sensor is unique, this characterization
was performed on each sensor to attain an accurate relationship
between length and sensor reading.

B. Actuators

The actuators were characterized prior to integration to relate
the actuator’s force response to its length and internal pressure.
Each actuator was secured into the materials testing machine at
an initial length of 110 mm, inflated to a constant air pressure,
and then contracted to 70 mm at a rate of 40 mm/min. This
test was performed at several pressures (10, 15, 20, and 25 psi)
which were held constant using pressure regulators [30]. We
then related the force to both length and pressure to obtain a
theoretical surface fit:

Fi = b0,i + b1,ipi + b2,ila,i + b3,ipila,i + b4,il
2
a,i (3)

whereFi is the ith actuator force, pi is the internal pressure of the
ith actuator, la,i is the ith actuator length (we assume la,i ≡ ls,i
in our model), and bj,i for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are parameters for
the ith actuator. A representative plot showing the responses
and fits of a single actuator is provided in Figure 3(b). Since

Fig. 3. Representative plots of (a) sensor and (b) actuator characterization.
(a) Sensor characterization relates the sensor length to the sensor response given
in instruction cycles . (b) 2D representation of the actuator characterization. The
shaded regions represent the 95% confidence interval of the experimental data
and the black lines represent the theoretical fits.

each actuator is unique, this characterization was performed on
each actuator to attain an accurate relationship between length,
pressure, and force.

V. RESULTS

A. State Estimation

State estimation was enabled by the model presented in
Section II and the actuator characterization. The model was im-
plemented in a MATLAB simulation that predicted the system
state (i.e., κx and κy) given the segment radius, bending stiff-
ness, and actuator pressures. The segment radius was measured
from our horizontal sensors using the following equation:

r = (ls,h + c+Δskin)/2π (4)

where ls,h is the average length of the two horizontal sensors, c
is the inextensible length of the polystyrene tabs (27.5 mm), and
Δskin is the length the spandex fabric stretched, independent of
the sensors. Because the sensors did not wrap all the way around
the circumference of the segment, portions of the skin stretched
without being measured by the sensors. For this work, we man-
ually measured that unobserved stretch when needed. Comple-
menting the simulation, the bending stiffness can be found via
Equation 2 given the actuator characterization results (Equa-
tion (3)), segment radius, and curvature (i.e., system state). To
demonstrate the robustness of our approach, we tested (1) dif-
ferent segment diameters while holding input pressures constant
and (2) different pressure inputs while holding the segment di-
ameter constant.

To demonstrate the skin’s adaptability to segments with vary-
ing diameters, we compared the skin’s theoretical and actual cur-
vature on multiple Dragon Skin 10 Slow segments (35, 40, and
45 mm diameters). We set a single actuator to 22 psi, recorded
the horizontal sensor lengths, and captured photos of segment.
For the 35, 40, and 45 mm diameter segments, we found that
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Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of measured and theoretical segment curvatures across
different radii. Additionally, the plot shows the accuracy of the sensor-measured
segment diameter. (b) State estimation results for each of the states presented in
Table I. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

TABLE I
STATE ESTIMATION CONDITIONS

Δskin = 0, 8, 16 mm, respectively, which indicates that the
stretching skin could be treated as a spring. We used ImageJ to
measure the curvature from the images. Figure 4(a) shows how
the measured diameters and curvatures compare to the model-
predicted curvatures at various diameters. From the measured
curvature, we calculated the bending stiffness of the different
segments as 56, 82, and 135 kN mm2 for the 35, 40, and 45 mm
diameter segments. A linear regression was fit to these values to
generate stiffnesses at different segment diameters for the theo-
retical model. We found that there is good agreement between
the measured and theoretical values of curvature.

To verify that the skin’s vertical sensors can also be used
for state estimation, we compared the state generated by the
sensors to the theoretical model. This verification was per-
formed on a Dragon Skin 10 Slow segment across seven ac-
tuation states (Table I) each tested 10 times. We measured the
segment length with the vertical sensors and the radius with

TABLE II
SETTLING TIME OF VARIOUS CONTROL STRATEGIES

the horizontal sensors (r = 18.6± 0.6 mm.). Equation (1) re-
quires the segment length to determine the curvatures of the
system. Slight variations in the initial segment length can have
a large impact on the resulting κi calculations, which can result
in errors for our state estimation. Thus, we used unique initial
sensor lengths (ls,1 = 100.4± 0.3 mm, ls,2 = 103.3± 0.8 mm,
ls,3 = 101.7± 0.3 mm, ls,4 = 98.4± 0.4 mm, with an overall
average of lseg = 100.9± 3.1 mm) for these curvature calcu-
lations depending on which sensors are used for the κi calcu-
lations. Similar to our previous work [17], the state estimation
predicted by the sensors required a corrective offset (1.5 m−1

for this work) to match the state of the system.
The estimated states, given as κx and κy, are shown in

Figure 4(b) for each state alongside the model-predicted state.
The error in curvature did not exceed 0.7 m−1, which we be-
lieve is an acceptable level of error for a 2D robotic skin being
wrapped around 3D structures. This error can be reduced in the
future by improving upon the state estimation model, sensor
accuracy, and adaptability of the skin design.

B. Control

With reasonable state estimation, we implemented several
control approaches for the one-segment system to evaluate the
efficacy of each. The first approach was feedforward control
which uses a model to predict what the inputs (pressures) of
the system should be. For this, we considered two feedforward
models: a generalized model, which had the bending stiffness
supplied, and a learned model, which used a learning sequence
in combination with state estimation to determine the bending
stiffness of the segment. Additionally, we explored feedback
control both on its own and in combination with learned feed-
forward models. Note that all of these single segment tests were
performed with a single robotic skin to demonstrate that a single
skin is not characterized for a particular material. The controllers
operated at 10 Hz. The performance of each controller is rep-
resented by the average error per second (error/s) in Figure 5
and the settling times shown in Table II. By analyzing all of
these control methods, we can select which control strategy is
appropriate for future applications.

1) Feedforward Control: Because the robotic skins are able
to detect material properties from the underlying structures and
the constituent components have been thoroughly characterized,
we were able to develop an approximate model of the system for
feedforward control which predicts what actuator pressures are
necessary for a desired state. For a given desired configuration
(κx,d and κy,d), the actuator pressures should be set as follows
from Equation (3):

pi =
Fi − b0,i − b2,ila,i − b4,il

2
a,i

b1,i + b3,ila,i
(5)
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Fig. 5. Control response using (a) generalized model feedforward control, (b) learned model feedforward control, (c) feedback control, and (d) learned model
with feedback control. The average error in control response is shown in (e). The colors in (e) correspond to the controllers in (a)-(d). Control response of two
segments is shown in (f). The black line represents κx,des and κy,des while the colored line represents the average system response across three trials. The shaded
region represents the 95% confidence interval.

where the actuator lengths can be defined as

la,1 = lseg(1 + κy,dr) (6a)

la,2 = lseg(1 + κx,dr) (6b)

la,3 = lseg(1− κy,dr) (6c)

la,4 = lseg(1− κx,dr) (6d)

and the forces of the actuators are defined as

If κy,d > 0 : Fa,1 = 0, Fa,3 =
κy,dKb

r
(7a)

If κx,d > 0 : Fa,2 = 0, Fa,4 =
κx,dKb

r
(7b)

If κy,d < 0 : Fa,1 = −κy,dKb

r
, Fa,3 = 0 (7c)

If κx,d < 0 : Fa,2 = −κx,dKb

r
, Fa,4 = 0 (7d)

To demonstrate the need for these robotic skins to learn about
their underlying material, we tested feedforward control with
a generalized model where the bending stiffness was set at
Kb = 60 kN mm2 and compared it to a learned model strategy
where the stiffness is estimated by the skin ahead of time. Both
feedforward models use the learned lseg and r values, which
are found immediately when the system is powered, since those
are necessary for state estimation. For the learned feedforward
model, the stiffness estimation was performed prior to running
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the controller (shown in Supplemental Video). Each actuator
was sequentially pressurized to 15.0, 18.5, and 22.0 psi. Using
the sensors to measure the curvature, a stiffness value was calcu-
lated at each condition for a total of 12 stiffness measurements.
These measurements were then averaged together to obtain the
learned bending stiffness of the system. By allowing the system
to learn about the system’s behavior in situ, the control signal is
better tuned to the system, which results in a reduced error.

Figure 5(a) shows the results of the generalized model feed-
forward control for both a Dragon Skin 10 Slow and Smooth-
Sil 935 elastomer segment. Here, we can see the feedforward
control for the Dragon Skin 10 Slow segment performed well
since the generic bending stiffness value was around the bend-
ing stiffness for this specific skin-elastomer system. When the
feedforward controller with the same generic bending stiffness
was applied to a different material (Smooth-Sil 935), the re-
sponse of the system suffered, as evidenced by the increased
error. In contrast, Figure 5(b) shows the system response when
the robotic skin learned about its own bending stiffness. The
bending stiffnesses were found to be Kb = 65± 4 kN mm2 and
Kb = 105± 7 kN mm2 for Dragon Skin 10 Slow and Smooth-
Sil 935, respectively. The average error of each response is plot-
ted in Figure 5(e) and this shows the slight improvement in error
between the generalized model feedforward (shown in green)
and learned model feedforward (shown in red) controllers for
the Smooth-Sil 935 segment. For the Dragon Skin 10 Slow seg-
ment, the learned feedforward model did not perform as well
as the generalized feedforward model due to slight error in the
learned stiffness estimation. Overall, we observed that the per-
formance of the learned feedforward model is comparable to
that of the generalized feedforward model.

2) Feedback Control: Although the feedforward model
showed reasonable accuracy in approximating the system, inac-
curacies in the model itself and the input values to the model (i.e.,
bending stiffness) resulted in non-negligible error between the
commanded and achieved segment curvatures. Since the robotic
skin already has sensors, we implemented feedback control to
reduce curvature error by adjusting the actuator pressure. We
used a proportional-derivative (PD) feedback controller that ap-
plied a change to the pressure based on the error. The controller
algorithm is given as

If κy,d > 0 : p1 = 0, p3+ = kp(κy,d − κy)

+ kd
κy,d − κy

Δt
(8a)

If κx,d > 0 : p2 = 0, p4+ = kp(κx,d − κx)

+ kd
κx,d − κx

Δt
(8b)

If κy,d < 0 : p1− = kp(κy,d − κy)

+ kd
κy,d − κy

Δt
, p3 = 0 (8c)

If κx,d < 0 : p2− = kp(κx,d − κx)

+ kd
κx,d − κx

Δt
, p4 = 0 (8d)

where kp and kd are the proportional and derivative gains and
Δt is the change in time.

Fig. 6. Simulation showing how the feedback controller responds to changes in
bending stiffness. The black line is the reference while the blue, red, and yellow
lines show systems with bending stiffnesses of 60 KN mm2, 80 kN mm2, and
100 kN mm2, respectively.

Here, we compared using only feedback control, shown in
Figure 5(c), and using feedback control alongside the learned
feedforward controller, shown in Figure 5(d). Since the system
was entirely modeled, including the actuators, we built a sim-
ulation that predicted the system performance given a set of
pressure inputs. This simulation was used to tune the feedback
controller gains (kp = 0.75 and kd = 0.005), which were kept
constant across all the tests regardless of materials, shown in
Figure 6. For the learned model, the bending stiffnesses were
found to be Kb = 69± 2 kN mm2 and Kb = 100± 5 kN mm2

for the Dragon Skin 10 Slow and Smooth-Sil 935 segments, re-
spectively. The slight variations in the bending stiffness between
these and the previous values are due to the fact that the system
performs the learning sequence each time the controller is run
rather than using a single system learning result across all tests.
The average error responses are presented in Figure 5(e) for the
feedback (blue) and feedforward and feedback (magenta) con-
trollers. Using only feedback control, we can see that the system
is controlled well and actually better controlled than the feed-
forward alone, as seen by the error measurements presented in
Figure 5. Using a combination of learned model feedforward
and feedback, we see an additional improvement in control of
the system. The settling time of the system is improved due
to the feedforward component of the controller, as shown in
Table II, while the modeling error is reduced due to the feed-
back component of the controller.

While there is an advantage in using the combination of feed-
forward and feedback, this may not be necessary for every ap-
plication and feedback alone may be sufficient. In scenarios
where the system has a slower time response, it would be ad-
vantageous to use the combined feedback and feedforward con-
troller, rather than pure feedback, since the feedforward model
can be changed to account for the time component of the system.

C. Multi-Segment Control

To demonstrate that this combination of feedback and learned
model feedforward control method is expandable to multi-
segment continuum robots, we created a two segment system
with a Dragon Skin 10 Slow segment stacked on top of a
Smooth-Sil 935 segment. Each segment was controlled by in-
dependent feedforward controllers, and thus, each performed
its own characterization to learn about its model consecutively
(first the bottom segment, then the top) before beginning the
control sequence. The bending stiffnesses were found to be
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Kb = 55± 3 kN mm2 and Kb = 140± 10 kN mm2 for Dragon
Skin 10 Slow and Smooth-Sil 935, respectively. The bottom seg-
ment was able to compensate for the additional weight of the top
segment by increasing the bending stiffness estimation for the
Smooth-Sil 935 segment. Based on the performance observed
in the single-segments tests, we modified the control signal for
the two-segment system to keep the desired curvature within the
observed limits. The results of this two segment test are shown
in Figure 5(f) and in the Supplemental Video. From these plots,
we observe that by using this simple learning approach, con-
troller performance is maintained as the system is expanded to
multiple segments.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we demonstrated how robotic skins can be used
to learn system parameters to create feedforward models, and
to implement feedforward and feedback control of elastomeric
continuum robots. We showed how different forms of feedfor-
ward and feedback control affect system performance. Given
highly accurate models, feedforward control can be used alone
to control systems. However, in the case of robots created on-
the-fly, for example by wrapping robotic skins around arbitrary
soft passive bodies, these models may not be available. As such,
the efficacy of such on-the-fly robots relies upon the ability
to self-characterize or learn system parameters in situ for ad-
equate feedforward control. To refine learned feedforward con-
trol, robotic skins can simultaneously incorporate feedback to
improve overall system performance. The robotic skin-enabled
approach presented here allows for greater versatility and de-
ployability of controllable soft robotic systems. Control of these
systems can be further improved by applying adaptive control
to the feedforward model, and tuning gains of the feedback con-
troller. Additional work on the control of multi-segment contin-
uum arms includes developing higher-level controllers that wrap
around individual segment controllers to control aspects of the
system such as end-point position. We also plan to develop a gen-
eralized model of the robotic skins to explain how they interact
with underlying structures and to explore alternative actuators
that can apply more force and increase the maximum curvature
achieved by the system. In conclusion, robotic skins can learn
system parameters in situ and use the generated feedforward
model in tandem with feedback control to effectively transform
arbitrary soft passive structures into robots on-the-fly.
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